PLAN AHEAD
Checkpoints have been put in place by some tribes to protect their residents from additional COVID-19 exposure. Travelers should be aware and mindful that there could be checkpoints on some highways or tribal lands.

**Pine Ridge Reservation:** Through traffic is allowed to the Pine Ridge Reservation, although travel delays may happen due to checkpoints.

**Cheyenne River Reservation:** Through traffic is allowed to the Cheyenne River Reservation. There are not currently checkpoints in place, as of March 31, 2021.

ROUTING ASSISTANCE
SD511.org displays the locations of the checkpoints and can help you plan accordingly, as well as avoid road construction and other potential travel delays. The red/white triangles on SD511.org indicate a travel disruption at tribal highway intersections.

The map found accompanying this document and provided by the South Dakota Department of Transportation may also be useful in planning your trip.

ONLINE RESOURCES & MAPS
Visit TravelSouthDakota.com and click the red ribbon at the top of the homepage for additional mapping, other COVID-19 related information, and the latest information regarding tribal checkpoints for travelers.

Visit SD511.org to view travel disruptions and road construction information.
Pine Ridge Reservation COVID Travel Restrictions on State Highways

Call 511 or check SD511.org for latest information

Larger maps can be found online at dot.sd.gov/travelers
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